Cancer is a dysregulation of apoptosis process a programmed cell death through which the cell number is tightly regulated. Many factors affect apoptosis including tumor genes (TGs).
Introduction
Cancer is treated as a hallmark of abnormal cell proliferation which eventually leads to an imbalance between viable and death cells. It is well accepted that genetic changes are one of the important causes for cancer (Fulda et al.2010) . Though, the exact root cause for these genetic changes is not well defined, it has been suggested that mutations or alterations in the chromosome complement at least in part leads to changes in genome architecture thereby leads to cancer (International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium 2004) . Recent evidences also indicated that mutations in more than 1% of genes contribute to human cancer (Futreal et al.2004 ) Moreover, these mutations are responsible for switching of proto-oncogenes to oncogenes and/or loss of function in case of tumor suppressor genes. Proto-oncogenes are the normal genes which code for proteins that regulate the process of cell proliferation differentiation and apoptosis (Todd and Wong 1999) and thus, even a small change due to point mutations and/or chromosomal aberrations such as translocations, duplications, and deletions convert the normal genes into oncogenes. It has been also claimed that mutations occurring in regulatory regions especially in the promoter sequences and/or epigenetic mechanisms (Renan 1993 ) are the primary root causes for mutation type cancers. Mutations at the level of promoter regions switches the gene regulatory mechanisms and epigenetic changes such as hypo-or hypermethylation processes may lead to chromosomal instability, altered expression and transcriptional silencing of tumor suppressor genes that may lead to the development of tumors (Esteller 2002) . One of the recent findings indicated that non-protein-coding RNAs can act as tumor suppressor genes thereby control cell proliferation and apoptosis at the post-transcriptional level during neoplasm development (Andreeff et al.2000) . It appears that mutations target genes involved in cell-proliferation regulatory machinery system thereby leads to cancer. Therefore, understanding the basic roots of cancer at cellular and molecular level i.e., genes, their translated products (proteins) and their role in biochemical mechanisms might provide valuable insights.
Many research groups by using high-throughput strategies showed that expression of tumor suppressor genes changes with respect to cancer stage and type. It is evident that in addition to tumor genes, data related to tumor markers provide signals to get full picture of cancer stage and type. Thus, tumor markers will provide invaluable clues for identifying genes highly expressed in tumors but not in normal adult tissue. However, the freely available resource databases dealing with both tumor genes and markers are yet to be developed. Therefore it is prime concern, integrating the available experimental data related to tumor genes at the level of genome, transcriptome and proteome levels is considered important for fully understanding the alterations in genes. To accomplish this task, a systematic integration of experimental evidence is required to develop which carefully catalog known cancer genes and markers from accumulated MySQL database which will be helpful to the user in interface mode to access the data. The fundamental objective of CGMD database is to collect and integrate cancer genes and markers from the different database resources and to provide elaborative and detailed information of annotated cancer genes and markers. This database simply provides corresponding cross-linking and exact query information with user interface. This freely developed database is user friendly and at the same time acts as a platform for better understanding the molecular futures of cancer genes and markers by giving the reliable information and helpful for cancer research communities and also to medical oriented diagnostic developments.
Mining for Data:
The data related to cancer genes and markers were collected from public databases such as NCBI, UniProt KB, KEGG disease and EMBOSS and organized the collected data systematically. Initially, we listed different types of cancers from NCI-PDQ, web resource 6 ( Kanehisa et al.2004 ) then queried each cancer marker sequence through Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) and eventually characterized the sequences. All the sequences were checked with PubMed literature evidence. Later, manual analysis process was performed to analyze data pool at molecular level through online bioinformatics tools. Moreover, CGMD to provide reliable and detailed extensive information related to cancer markers, Entrez and PubMed biomedical literature search system and online sequence analysis tools provides the analyzed data and sequentially organized in advanced information of cancer genes and markers.
Categorization of data in CGMD broadly divided in to two major concerns like one is for genes and another one for markers. Generally there is no difference between genes and markers but CGMD differentiate the mutated whether it may be germ line or somatic based and each characterized mutation can be considered as each mutation a marker and the corresponding sequence are the gene. For example BRAC1 gene contain 3 mutations here the BRAC1 is the cancer gene and the each 3 characterized mutations will be considered as 3 independent marker sequences. Firstly we manage to align the cancer genes by searching the respective keywords in the NCBI from the pool of sequences, we isolated the respective sequences IDs through KEGG disease and short listed to gives an accurate data of cancer genes. Each Entrez IDs are listed separately and cross checked with PubMed abstracts, care has been taken to not overlap with the cancer gene sequences and with markers sequence. An individual unique both cancers genes and marker genes are prepared and sets next step for the analysis. Each cancer sequence IDs taken as the key element to retrieve the information of both cancer genes and markers in various genomic and proteomic tools. These analyzed output data again cross checked with raw sequence of cancer genes and markers to minimize the error prone. After checking of all these needful things we manually draft a separate genomic and proteomic data for both cancer genes and markers.
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Finally we pool the information nearly 2265 of Promoters and exons and of six frame translation products of each cancer gene. In proteomic approach we managed to list the all possible 2634 PDB structures from KEGG disease and domain descriptions and corresponding SNPs etc. For better understanding of functional annotations of cancer genes and markers in CGMD database we provide the basic information as well as the extensive functional futures of genes and markers are tabulated (Table 1 ). Basic information of cancer genes through UniProt entries and cross linking databases like PDBsum provides the core futures of cancer proteins (National Library of Medicine 2013). We made extended interlinking with KEGG Pathway database to know the cancer markers functional pathways (NCI 2013) . And finally to know the superfamily characteristics of cancer markers should be known by Pfam database (Finn et al.2008 ).
Significant Database futures
Over all data among the cancer markers and genes about 453 CpG islands were detected known the conserved regions of the sequence that can be protected incidental errors in genome (Illingworth et al.2010) . Then the promoters, the regulatory sites distinct regions these are the functional switches of genes may be turned on or off by tuning the structural features characteristic for each chromosomes (Ong and Corces 2011) . Exon regions are gene predicting evidences to known from where exactly the carcinogenic sequence turns to pathological protein products, which helps for prediction of cancer protein sequences in all possible frames (Olivier et al.2010) . BLAST feature provides quick research with corresponding cancer genes and marker with data base sequences. Data base provides the PDB structures and PDB active sites by crosslinking with PDB and PDBsum database (Laskowski et al.1997 ) CGMD analyses the proteins physico chemical properties, like molecular weight, pI, amino acid composition, Instability index where provides the protein stability and aliphatic and grand average of hydropathicity (GRAVY) of cancer genes and markers through Prot param tool (Hosseinzadeh et al. 2012) . The detailed contents of the CGMD illustrated in (Figure 1 ).
Design and Implementation
We designed a MySQL database to store the complete data and front end tool PHP will interface user to get data and browsing. Database infrastructure enabling efficient storage and retrieval, and database design to accommodate different resources to communicate with each other, and to allow users to access the information through PhpMyAdmin and JavaScript. An overview of the database architecture is shown in (Figure 2) .
Key entries in CGMD
The comprehensive CGMD database homepage shown in ( Figure 3A ).Home page having the different tabs 'Description,' 'Genes,' 'Markers,' Molecular descriptions,' and each tab labeled separately to represent the stored information related to the concern data. By clicking the tab 'Description,' display the list of cancers alphabetically from A to Z by selecting particular alphabet and it displays the list of cancers recorded under the particular letter, (Figure 3B&C ), the list was prepared by the updated information National Cancer Institute (NCI) (Kanehisa et al. 2013) . In this tab represents the general information of cancers like disease information, symptoms, pathogenicity, advances in treatments and finally updated literature evidence. The second tab of the database which is literally supported data appears in the 'Genes' tab nearly 309 number of genes included for 40 types of cancers and the respective sequences are stored ( Figure   3D&E ). In the next tab that is 'Markers' we have collected almost 206 markers for A to Z cancers and their protein sequences are sequentially listed. Finally we encounter (reached) for the important prospects of CGMD that is 'Molecular descriptions' under this tab we included the 9 'pathways,' 'gene description,' 'protein description,' (Figure 3F&G ) by clicking the 'pathways' it representing by displaying the list of cancer markers and its pathways and the number of tumor suppressor genes involvement and their detailed descriptions with respective types of cancers ( Figure 3H) .By clicking the gene descriptions it displays the new navigation window which is included the total listed cancers and their markers which help to known the detail information of cancer gene ( Figure 3I ). By clicking on the Gene ID number it displays the preloaded annotated analyzed data and crosslinking detailed information of genes ( Figure 3I ). If user wants to know the markers information the only thing to click Marker ID number. For 'protein description' the new navigation window displayed with preloaded data of protein information for the respective markers will be appeared by clicking the Marker ID number ( Figure 3J&K ). Finally we made a simple bar chart for over expressed marker and genes ( Figure 3L ).
BLAST
To help users perform sequence alignment, BLASTP was embedded in the database as using this BLAST tab (www.Blastp program (v2.2.26) to provide a graphic user interface through the Web forms and Users can perform similarity searches against each type of various cancer sequences using BLASTP.
Inference about CGMD
CGMD resource tool is user friendly. The resource tool includes tumor genes and tumor markers with a particular identity (ID) codes which are intended to clearly distinguish genes and markers. Moreover, the CGMD-IDs have been interlinked with Entrez ID codes which pave a way to genome location from original literature source. Interlinking the web resources for 1 0 cancers genes and markers and extracting the online tools output data form the database is manageable to user.
Availability and Future Directions
CGMD is a free available resource database which provides information related to cancer genes and markers by integrating several factors including genomic, proteomic, methylation and interactions of predefine active sites. The rationale for the development of CGMD is to provide a valuable resource database for better understanding tumor genes at molecular level which will be useful for therapeutic applications. Finally, we will continuously collect and curate tumor genes and markers by integrating experimental evidences and update CGMD information for understanding full picture of tumor related pathways. 
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